
Rubiomonocoat PRECOLOR EASY
CREATIVE ZONE

DESCRIPTION:
Rubio Monocoat Precolor Easy is a pre-colour, designed to be used 
in combination with the RMC Oil Plus 2C, to create special effects 
and contrasts.  
The option to choose a combination of 14 different colours 
of RMC Precolor Easy (which can be mixed with one another) 
with a finish in one of the 40 colours of the RMC Oil Plus 2C 
range allows unlimited creative possibilities, while the optimal 
molecular bonding of the RMC Oil Plus 2C with the wood remains 
guaranteed.

SPECIFIC FEATURES:
- Natural look
- Can also be applied with a polisher
- 14 unique colours
- Unlimited combinations possible

APPLICATION:
1. Sand the surface according to professional standards. 
    When renovating old floors, you must remove all the residues
    from previous treatments completely (varnish, oil, wax, etc.).
2. Vacuum the floor with an industrial cleaner, then apply RMC
    Cleaner. 
3. Stir the product thoroughly and regularly with a stirring rod.
Manual application:
• Work in areas sized to allow manual touch-ups without 

having to tread the finished area. If necessary, use tape to 
tape off areas. 

• Apply RMC Precolor Easy in crosswise direction using a 
(mohair) roller.

• Spread evenly using a lint-free cloth. 
Mechanical application:
• Work in areas sized to allow manual touch-ups without 

having to tread the finished area. If necessary, use tape to 
tape off areas. 

• Apply RMC Precolor Easy in crosswise direction using a 
(mohair) roller.

• Polish using a floor polisher with a red RMC Pad. As soon as 
circles are no longer visible, stop polishing (do not rub dry).

• Now, rub the borders evenly using a scrubby and a red RMC 
Pad.

4. Allow the surface to dry for 1 to 3 hours. The exact drying 
    time depends on the foundation, moistening, temperature 
    and ventilation.
    For any overlapping: see remarks!
5. Apply the RMC Oil Plus 2C. 
    Please consult the technical data sheet of the oil for 
    the correct application of this product!

PROVIDED BY:

MADE IN BELGIUM by N.V. MUYLLE - FACON S.A.
Ambachtenstraat 58 - B-8870 Izegem (Industriezone Abele) 
Tel. +32 (0)51 30 80 54 - Fax + 32 (0)51 30 99 78 - HRK 1823
info@muyllefacon.be - www.rubiomonocoat.com

Consult the safety sheet before use.
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DISCLAIMER: It is the responsibility of the user to determine through own 
testing whether the product is suited for its chosen application. Muylle Facon NV 
is not liable for any resultant damage. The above information may be subject 
to amendments, which will be published in revised versions of the technical 
sheet. We waive all responsibility for unsatisfactory results that are due to causes 
unrelated to the quality of the product. This technical information has been 
collected on the basis of current information and knowledge. The most recent 
technical sheets can be requested or are available on the website.

PRECOLOR EASY

Remarks: 
- Any overlapping can be removed! Spray clean water on the floor
  and polish with a polisher or scrubby with a red RMC Pad.
- Any overlapping WILL NOT be removed when applying the oil. It
  is important to remove any overlapping areas before applying the
  oil. 
- If any wood fibres are still upright, you will need to grind these
  using a floor polisher equipped with a beige pad.
  Afterwards, vacuum thoroughly.

ADVICE:
- Switch off the floor heating 48 hours before application.
- Do not use in combination with water based finishing products!
- Do not apply as a covering or film-forming layer!
- Difficult to apply on herringbone parquet. 

CONSUMPTION:
1 L = 15 - 20 m2, depending on the sort of wood and the 
preparation. 
These usages are merely indicative. It is always recommended to make a 
sample in order to calculate the exact usage.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Physical state at 20 °C: liquid
Flash point [°C]:  N/A
Density: between 1 kg/L and 1,16 kg/L according to colour
VOC content: 0 g/L
Solubility in water: 100 %

STORAGE:
The product can be stored for up to 12 months. 
Store in dry conditions, in the original packaging, at a temperature 
of 5 to 25°C.
The product is frost sensitive, use frost-free storage and transport 
only.

PACKAGING:
Bottle 100 ml, can 1 L, 2,5 L and 5 L


